
 

 

  

 Welcome to Falls View Tavern’s Trivia Night  #171 Wednesday, May 8th @ 7:15pm 

➢  Our own “in-house” created Trivia that has never actually been played indoors. Tonight, your host is Bill. 

➢   A team can be formed with as few as one person. There is no upper limit (yet) and team members may 

“drift” on & off the team. 

➢   Each round has five questions, there are ten rounds for a total of fifty questions. 

➢   The last question in each round is worth two points. That question is linked to the to the clues below. Some 

of the clues are researchable (by phone) as long as phone use and research are conducted before we start. 

New teams in which none of the players have played here before will receive full points for these questions 

tonight even if they answer them wrong.      

➢   The rest of the questions are worth one point each unless otherwise stated. 

➢   The questions come five at a time per round. After the fifth question of each round, requests will be taken 

for question repeats or the host will just repeat them all, sometimes both.  

➢ Attention Rookies: The questions are always initially asked twice, so there is no need to ask for a repeat 

immediately after the first asking. Thankyousoverymuch. 

➢   Once your team has filled in as many answers as they can for the round, one team member needs to 

bring the completed slip to the host’s table. Please feel free to use the ‘no contact’ blue monster bucket.    

➢   Make sure that you put your team is name at the top of each answer slip. 
 

Game Rules 

✓ Free to play. 

✓ No phone (ipad, laptop, phone-a-friend etc.) research after the game begins. If we allowed this, it would 

just end in a tie. We’ll trust you on the “I’m just texting”, unless you win of course. 

✓ No shouting out the answers, whether you are playing or not. Again, why help everybody? Caution: 

Regulars have been known to turn on these folks. 

✓ Have fun.  

Game Prizes Based on Participation 

❖ 1st Place = $30 FV Coins, 2nd Place = $20 FV Coins, 3rd Place = $10 FV Coins. But conditions apply so keep 

reading! Prizes are awarded in Falls View coins, redeemable only at the Falls View.  

❖ As long as there are enough players, all prizes will be awarded. 
 

Early Bird Special!!                       Round Category & Clues  
.             

  5:  Warm Up Round — The Man of Steel. 

 10: Games — Clue suspects. 

15:  Geographic – London Underground. 

20:  History — NYC’s original name. 

25:  Nature — P.E.T.A. 

30:  Science — Angstrom. 

35:  Who’s Who — Mati Hari’s origin. 

40:  Words — Taxopholite. 

41 - 50:  Music Rounds – Two 5-song rounds, one point each for knowing the group and the song title. 

Next week’s Trivia Handout is usually available for print, download, or just a peek, on Monday morning on our 

website:  thefallsviewtavern.com                           New teams get free answers to the clues! 

Broasted 

Chicken 

Starts @7:15pm

Fun Starts @7:15pm

Like Local mustard?  Ask for our Mustard Crate with your meal! 

 


